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- Write postcards from the 'Jurassic Jungle' using a range of
descriptive techniques (adjectives, similes, adverbs, metaphors)
- Use instructional language and time connectives to write
instructions on how to wrap an Egyptian mummy!
- Write a biographical recount of the famous Portuguese
explorer Vasco Da Gama
- Explore newspaper writing and write a report on The Great
Plague of 1665
- Guided reading of fiction, non-fiction and poetry with
comprehension questions
- Explore rhyme, rhythm and performance poetry 
- Continue to develop our planning and editing skills when writing
- Weekly spelling and cursive handwriting practice

History:
Our 'Time Tunnel' topic is going to take us on a journey through
time to help develop the children's chronological understanding of
key historical events and periods. We will:
- Investigate what our world looked like in the Jurassic period
and research specific information about dinosaurs
- Understand how we know dinosaurs existed, follow the work of
Mary Anning and find out how fossils are formed.
- Explore the Ancient Egyptians and learn about the human body
and mummification
- Find out who Vasco Da Gama was and why he is a world famous
explorer
- Join Amber class for a 'Groovy Greek' themed day
- Find out what life was like as a child during WW2
- Make comparisons, connections and ask questions.
Science:
- Rocks: compare and groups different types of rock and
understand how soil is formed.
- Human body: identify the digestive system and understand the
functions of teeth.

- Regularly discuss how we can develop and practice our
school values of; respect, resilience, kindness and reflection
and use the colour pathway to support the children 
- Discuss and share our ideas on what makes a calm and
happy classroom
- Explore human emotions and develop our emotional literacy
- Investigate the four spheres of mindfulness: Body, breath
activities, feeling tone, mind and experience
- Introducing philosophy and the quest of well-being, which
mindfulness is trying to directly observe.
- Exploring the meaning and history of philosophy and
debate classical philosophical questions.

Computing:
- Create and debug simple programs
- Plan a short sequence of instructions (an algorithm) to
achieve specified objectives
- Use technology purposefully to create, organise, store,
manipulate and retrieve digital content
PE:
- Develop running, jumping, throwing, and catching in isolation
and in combination through games
- Learn sport rules (Field Hockey, Rounders and Basketball).
- Learn competitive sports (Field Hockey, Rounders and
Basketball), and apply basic principles suitable for attacking
and defending
- Develop flexibility, strength, technique, control, and balance
through Gymnastics

Music
- Connecting music to the heart
- Explore song writing skills and performance skills
- Create music in groups
- Start investigating music theory
Drama
- Create a short sketch about travelling in a time machine, back to the
earth when dinosaurs lived.
- Play social roles game. Use role play and mime to act out characters
from Ancient Egypt. 

- Spelling and pronunciation (Topic vocabulary) through
songs, book activities, videos and games
- Portuguese diphthongs
- Portuguese grammar – Adjectives and verbs (simple
present)
- Spelling and pronunciation (Expressing preferences).
- Negative sentences/statements
- Verbs (simple past and simple future) and pronouns for
advanced students

Art
- Understanding 3D patterns and learn to draw in Ancient Egyptian
pyramids in 3D form
- Develop the ability to see pattern in everyday life. Organise patterns and
observe them in nature and our environment
- Explore the work of Gustave Klimt and using a similar style experiment
with different mathematical patterns
- Use modelling clay to recreate Ancient Greek pots
Agriculture
- Learning about different plants growing in our winter garden
- Develop our planning skills for growing plants throughout the year
- Explore living processes, closely observing the plants which are growing
and observe
- Focus on the tomato plant and learn about the germination and harvesting
of this plant.

Group 1
- Revise multiplication tables and become confident and fluent
with 2,3,5,10 timestables
- Revise 2 digit and 1 digit multiplication and consolodate
division by partitioning
- Explore dividing with remainders
- Measurement: Money, adding, subtracting and giving change
Introduce statistics
Group 2
- Explore fraction of amounts, shape and equivalent fractions
- Explore mental strategies for division with remainders
- Measures: explore length and weight, weight and data
- Time and date
- Shapes: Properties, area and perimeter
- Co-ordinates


